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The rover design consists of an
aluminum chassis with a modified
rocker bogie suspension system
and wheel assembly. There are a
total of six wheels. The front and
back wheels are used for
steering. A mast has been added
to the top of the rover that holds a
camera. In the final design, a
robotic arm has been
implemented, however, it no
longer serves a purpose for this
project.

Figure 2: Overall rover dimensions .

The construction of the rover
took place in the Citrus College
machine shop. The rover is
powered by several lithium
polymer batteries. All six wheels
are connected to 12V DC
motors. The front and back
wheels are connected to servos
to allowed for controlled turning
in order to accurately navigate
and turn in place.

The Effect of Delay on Data Loss

The rover was designed to
operate in a Martian environment
so it was important to take into
account the conditions of that
environment. Low atmosphere,
rough terrain, and the absence
of earth based navigation
systems were all taken into
account in the design.

Figure 3: Front view of the assembled rover
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Figure 8: Relationship between delay and data
loss
Figure 4: The electrical schematic for the rover.

The master controller issues
separate commands to the various
INSERT PICTURE HERE
slave controllers. Each slave
PREFERABLY OF ACTUAL
controller is in charge of various
CIRCUIT
components on the rover. Each
motor controller is connected to two
wheel motors. One Arduino Uno
controlled the arm, one controlled
the camera, and the final was used
Figure 5: Rover circuitry inside the chassis
as a spare.
The rover is programmed to locate a certain object based on color. Once
the camera locates the object, the rover will turn and align itself with the
object and move towards it.

Testing and Verification

Figure 1: Exploded view of the rover chassis

The Effect of Code Size on Data Loss

While the rover was being built, several
tests were performed to determine the
properties of the Arduino platform.
Serial I2C communication, camera
functionality, and voltage readings
from the T-REX are among these. Data
packets of various sizes were sent
between Arduinos through Serial pins
(TX/RX) and the amount of data sent
and received was monitored.
Moreover, we looked for discrepancies Figure 6: Communication between Arduinos
in the data we received vs the data we
expected.
The camera system is used to
determine the distance from the
objects it tracks. The camera system
was tested through comparison with
an SR04 ultrasonic distance
measuring sensor. The distance that
each measured were compared to
determine how accurate the camera
system is compared to other systems
being used currently with Arduinos.
Figure 7: The Pixy camera test setup
Once the rover was built and the circuitry installed, the rover was
subject to various tests in order to determine how the various
electronics operate altogether. The testing gives insight into the
behavior of various microcontrollers and electrical components when
working along with other components, such as DC motors, Servos, and
other Arduino platforms such as the Arduino Nano present on the TREX Robot Controller. The camera system was too unreliable to obtain
data at the time of the poster printing; only ultrasonic data is shown.
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Figure 9: Relationship between code size and
data loss
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Figure 10: Relationship between packet size and
data loss
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Figure 11: Comparison of the Actual distance
to the distance measured by the ultrasonic
sensor

Figure 8-10 shows data for the Arduino
communication through serial pins. Figure 11
shows the collected data for the ultrasound
sensor. Figure 12 shows readings from the
T-REX for voltage vs. time. The first 300
seconds are readings for the data as read
when the motors were operating at various
speeds. The 300-700 second span shows the
readings when the motors were idle. The last
half of the data shows the readings obtained
while the motors were run again at varying
speeds for varying amounts of time.
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Figure 12: T-Rex voltage read
out over time

Conclusion
Multiple tests were run on the Arduino microcontrollers as well as the
rover. The tests showed that the delay between messages was the
only factor that caused data loss for the range of data packet sizes
that are begin sent in the rover. The results of the ultrasonic sensor
test showed the accuracy of the recorded distance to become
unreliable when approaching a distance of 200 cm. The rover has
been manufactured completely and has operated successfully under
manual control. The Pixy-CAM system has successfully located
objects and reported data, but is unreliable in its operation due to
programmatic bugs. Lighting also strongly affected the camera’s
ability to consistently track a known object. The data from the T-REX
Robot Controller showed that the noise from the DC motors either
affects the controller or its sensors. Also, DC motor noise strongly
affects the PWM outputs used on the turning servos, and shuts down
the I2C communication between the master and the robot controllers.
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Rover Design

The electronics used to control
the robot consists of Arduinos,
motor controllers, a camera and
various other electrical
components. The system uses
an Arduino mega as a master
controller and three Arduino
Uno unis and three motor
controllers as slaves. The
Begalebone Black unit is no
longer used.

Results
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This project focuses on the design and construction of an Arduino
based rover that is capable of locating on object and either moving
towards or following it. The purpose of building the rover was to learn
more about designing robots and to study various properties of the
Arduino platform and characteristics of electrical components in
robots. The rovers currently on Mars were a definite influence in the
design of our rover. The main circuitry consists of Arduino
components as well as T-Rex motor controllers. The rover was
programmed to be responsive and was put through various tests in
order to verify the functionality of all components. While the rover was
built to follow or move an object, most of the data is based around the
functionality of the Arduino boards in this specific application. It was
found that serial communication is strongly affected by the rate at
which data is sent. Also, we discovered that Arduino based
components are heavily affected by electrical noise that stems from
DC motor operation. We were also unable to get any real time data
from Arduino based camera used, as we were not able to obtain full,
reliable functionality from the camera.
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